Meetings of the Society, 1989–90

Monday 11 December 1989, at 5.30 pm, Dr David J Breeze, BA, PhD, FSA, President, in the Chair.

A ballot having been taken, the following were elected Fellows:
James Alexander Adams, BSc, CBiol, MIBiol; Stuart Airlie, MA, DPhil; Wallace Baird Alig, AB, FRSA; Major General Alistair Andrew Gibson Anderson, CB; William Wilson Anderson; Miss Barrie Louise Andrian, BA, MIFA; William Baxter, DYCS; Miss Kathleen Shanahan Bell; Miss Suzanne Kathleen Bell; Robert James Black, RPA; Geoffrey Raymond Borwick, CEng, MIMechE; Thomas Ross Bowie; James Alfred Bullman; Diarmid A Campbell; Sir Hugh Campbell Byatt, KCVO, CMG, MA; Ms Bridget Anne Crone, BA, PhD; James Curren, FCCA, FBIM, FinstD; John Strickland Dent, BA, MPhil, FSA, MIFA; Mrs Margaret J Dixon; Mrs Carol Ann Douglas; Scott Robert Fobister; Geoffrey Forbes-Hunter; Mrs Christine Jennifer Forrester; Simon Cummings Fraser; Ian William Gentle, BSc; Richard Charles Hingley, BA, PhD; Timothy Michael Charles Hunt; Mrs Alicia Marguerite Johnstone, BEd; Mrs Doris Weir Maison, BA; Allan Meek; George Lawrence Moison, BS, MBA, CLU; James Douglas McFarlane Hay Mure, MA; William McAnish, Jr; Professor Innis MacBeth, BA; James McIntosh; Jack W McLaughlin, BA, MA; Donald Archibald Macphee, BA; Philip Nappi; Leonard Porter; Ms Christine A C Redmill, MA, LLB; Alan Saville, BA, FSA, MIFA; Louis John Charles Somervell; Reverend Alan Kenneth Sorensen, BD, DipMin; David Douglas Stevenson, Jr, BA; Mrs Agnes R Stewart; David Stewart, LVChC; Ms Valerie V Summers; Philip Douglas Thompson, BA; Mrs Verity June Walker, MA; The Lord Wallace of Campsie, JP, DL, SSC, FCIM; Clive Leonard McLeod Warso; Charles Wickham-Jones, MA, BSc, DPhil; Mrs Dorothea Primrose Mary Wickham-Jones; Ms Valerie Ann Williams, BA, MIFA; Charles Wilson.

This being the second of the Society's Public Lectures, the President welcomed all guests, and the following lecture was delivered:


The vote of thanks was proposed by Mr Ian Gow.

Monday, 8 January 1990, at 5.30 pm, Dr David J Breeze, BA, PhD, FSA, President, in the Chair.

The following Communication was read:

‘The Moray Aerial Survey 1984–89’, by Professor Barri Jones, MA, DPhil, FSA.

Monday, 12 February 1990, at 5.30 pm, Dr David J Breeze, BA, PhD, FSA, President, in the Chair.

The following Communication was read:

‘Pictish Art and the Church’, by John Higgitt, MA, FSA Scot.

Monday, 12 March 1990, at 5.30 pm, Dr David J Breeze, BA, PhD, FSA, President, in the Chair.

A ballot having been taken, the following were elected Fellows:
Thomas Milne Aitchison, MBE, BL, NP, SSC; Colonel Donald L Boney; Hamish Macmillan Brown; Norman Buchan, MP, MA, FEIS; Miss Ruby Ceron-Carrasco; Ronald Lee Cherry, BS; Mark Andrew Collard, BA; Stephen Patrick Crocstorm-Brennan, Hon FHS, FCA; Miss Isabella Mabel Deans, ALA; Norman R Finlay; David William Weir Hendry, MB, ChB, FRCGP; Frank Hogg; James Carlton Inman, BA, BS, MA, LPC, CRC, FRAI, CRT; Darrel Elbert Kennedy, BM, BEd; Robert Lewis Campbell Lorimer, MA; Stephen M Millet, AB, MA, PhD; Mrs Catherine Murray; Sqn Ldr Iain Macmillan Macaulay, MBE; Norman Lionel Offield, MIDPM; Ms Diana Cecilia Petulla, BA; Mrs Sylvia Mary Robertson; Dennis G Rodwell, MA, DipArch, RIBA, FRIAS; Peter Angus Ross; Colin Paterson Roy; Gavin Charles Scott-Moncrieff; Mrs Myrna Scott-Moncrieff, BSc; Steven John Soos, FAHSA, FAHS, JP; Alan George Stewart, DipTI; Ronald James Stewart, MA, MPhil; Richard Wayne Swanson; David Thomson, LLB, NP; Paul Michael Watson, BA, DipCon; Mrs Jean Sutherland Keldie Watt, MA, DipEd;
Mrs Polly Hall Webb; Frank Maxwell Wilson, MRST; John Maxwell Woolman; John Campbell Howard Wright, FHS.

The following was elected an Honorary Fellow:

H M King Olav V of Norway.

The President drew attention to the election of H M King Olav V of Norway as an Honorary Fellow.

The following Communication was read:

'Settlement History in Sutherland: the Documentary Evidence', by Malcolm Bangor-Jones, BA, PhD, FSA Scot.

Monday, 9 April 1990, at 5.30 pm, Dr David V Clarke, BA, PhD, FSA, Vice-President, in the Chair.

The following Communication was read:

'Eighteenth Century house in Glenarm, County Antrim,' by Chris Lynn, Archaeological Survey, DOE (NI).

Monday, 14 May 1990, at 5.30 pm, Dr David J Breeze, BA, PhD, FSA, President, in the Chair.

The following Communication was read:

'Kebister, Shetland: a multi-period settlement site,' by Olwyn Owen, MA, FSA Scot, MIFA.

Monday, 11 June 1990, at 5.30 pm, Dr David J Breeze, BA, PhD, FSA, President, in the Chair.

The following Communication was read:

'Excavations at Castle Park, Dunbar 1988–89: from Anglian settlement to French Fortification'; by Philip Holdsworth, FSA Scot, MIFA, and Derek Hall, Cert Prac Arch, FSA Scot.

Monday, 8 October 1990, at 6.00 pm, Dr David J Breeze, BA, PhD, FSA, President, in the Chair.

A ballot having been taken, the following were elected Fellows:

James Franklin Anderson-Compton-Shedd; Daniel John Louis Barrett, BA; Irving Bell; David John Best, BA; Mrs Isabella Mary Bowden-Smith; John G Burns, BA, AHSM; Mrs Dorothy Cameron; Kenneth James Chisholm; Ms Jane Clark; William Paterson Cross; Miss Nanette Cunningham, MA; David M Ditchburn, MA, PhD; Graham John Douglas; Andrew J Dugmore, BSc, PhD; David R Easton, MA; Ms Linda Eaton; Leslie William Lawson Edwards, FSG; Stephen Robert Elson, BA, AMA, FMA; Donald Emslie-Smith, MD, FRCP, FRCPE; Ms Lorna Anne Ewan, BSc, PhD; Graham Eyre-Morgan, BA, FPIA; Charles Brough Rupert Fisher; Jan Magnus Fladmark, DA, DipTP, FRTPI; William Fleming, OSTI, FIDHE, FBIM, FInstD; Reginald Frank Robert Gardner, LRCP, LRFPS, FRCOG; Robert Fletcher Gilbert, BSc; Dr Norma Lorre Goodrich; Iain Gray, BA; David Wyn Griffiths, BA; Andrew Michael Hajducki, MA; Charles Frederick Rutford Hoste; Mrs Loretta Hutchison, BA; Robert Innes; Mrs Mary Jackson, C of Ed; Mrs Alice Ina Johnston; Ms Anne Rollason Johnston, MA; Peter Norman Jones, FTCL, FVCM, FNCM, FRSA; Mrs Margaret Anne Jubb, MA, PhD, PGCE; R D King, MA; Robert Kirk; Frank James Lawrie; John Alexander Lawson, MA; Colonel Oliver John Martin Lindsay, FRHistS, MBIM; Mrs Katharine Tinsley Lockhart, BA, MSc; Horace G Loftin, BA, MS, PhD; Robin Joachim Eadie Majdalany, MA, FRSA; Andrew Martin, MA, DipLib; Roger Mortimer, MA; Graeme Neil Munro, MA; Mrs Margaret H Murray; Robert W Murray; James R McAllister; Colonel Stewart Boone McCarty, GCOT; Finbar Michael McCormick, MA, PhD; Charles Scott McDonald; James W McDonald, Jr; Gibson Cobb McIntosh; Colin H Mackay, MA; Reverend Donald Mackay, FCP; James Donald MacKenzie; Ms Jean Wallace MacKenzie, BA; William M McKillop; Wilbert A McClain, Jr, CPA; Colin George Maclean; Charles Peter Bruce Maclean, MA, LLB, WS; Donald B Macleod; D Scott Macleod, MD, FACC; Mrs Mona Kedsie Lewis Macleod, MA; Iain Macmillan; Randolph Murray MacNaughton, MA; Peter Alexander Macrae, BArch, MA, RIBA, ARIAS; Miss Lorna Heather Neale, MA, PGCE; Paul Clouston Porteous, BComm; Peter Colin Raisen; William Raymond Richelieu-Blackburn, MEd, BSc, DipEd; Meredith L Shaw; Mrs Jane Caroline Shepherd-Barron; Alexander Smith; Mrs Anne Rosbon Speirs, BA, DipEd; Timothy J Squires, MTheol, PhD; Jane Barbara Stevenson, MA, PhD; Alastair Strang, BSc, CEng, MIMechE; Ian Sinclair Sutherland; Mrs Mauria D Venissat, BA, AOC, MA; Wade L Venissat, Jr, MA, LPC, LPVRC; Harold W Wilkinson, MA, MILAM.

The following Communication was read:

'Edinburgh Castle and its Iron Age Context,' by Peter A Yeoman, BA, FSA Scot, MIFA.
Monday, 12 November 1990, at 6.00 pm, DR DAVID J BREEZE, BA, PhD, FSA, President, in the Chair.

The following Communication was read:
'The Excavations and Interpretation of the Neolithic Long Barrow at Haddenham, Cambridgeshire' by Ian Hodder, BA, PhD.

This meeting was held in conjunction with the Prehistoric Society.